Fourth Consecutive Year Angeles Wins the Greenwich Quality Leader
Award
For the fourth time, Angeles Investments has been named a 2020 Greenwich Quality Leader
in Overall U.S. Investment Consulting among midsize consultants. Angeles is the only
advisor in this category awarded this distinction for four consecutive years.
Over 850 institutional investors, including 15 Angeles clients*, were interviewed by
Greenwich Associates, a leading provider of data, analytics, and insights to the financial
services industry, for its 2020 U.S. Institutional Investor Research. For the Quality Leader
Award, participants are asked to evaluate their advisor on key success factors. Based on
the 2020 evaluations, Angeles received top quartile marks on all factors, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Proactive Advice and Innovative Ideas
Communication of Philosophy and Beliefs
Capability of Consultant Assigned
Satisfaction with Manager Recommended
Credibility with Investment Committee and Trustees

“We are proud to be recognized by our clients for our focused and dedicated approach
to consistently meeting their needs,” commented Howard Perlow, Managing Partner and
Co-Founder of Angeles Investments.
Angeles has been committed to providing best-in-class investment management solutions
since 2001. “As we celebrate our twentieth year partnering with institutional investors, we
are grateful for the level of trust and confidence that our clients continue to place in us,”
said Perlow.
Angeles Investments
Angeles is an independent multi-asset investment firm, building customized investment
solutions for institutional and private wealth investors.
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*Angeles was designated as a Greenwich Quality Leader in Overall U.S. Investment Consulting among midsized advisors in the 2017, 2018, 2019, and

2020 surveys. The study is primarily based on responses from Angeles clients. Angeles does not pay to have its clients participate in the study. The 2020
study covers 856 institutional clients, including 15 Angeles clients. The results are not indicative of future performance and may not be representative of
any one client’s experience because the results represent an average of all of the experiences of responding clients only.
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